grid andboundary conditions.Another is a more recentstudywhereseveral members of the HSR NASA-industry teamobtained predictions fora large scalemixer-ejector nozzle,in which there were significant differences in predicted thrustlevelsand pumping ratios.
In the current study,threegeneral purpose Navier-Stokes solvers thathavebeenemployed to analyze complex nozzle configurations for the HSR nozzleprogram (andwhichare accessible to the authors) arecompared tortwonozzle cases thathave flowfeatures representative of mixerejector nozzles (i.e. turbulent mixing is the dominant flow characteristic). Theyarea two-dimensional ejector nozzleanda supersonic elliptic nozzleexitinginto ambient air. Comparisons of codepredictions to experimental dataaremadefor eachof the nozzle flow casesto determine relativeaccuracyof the threecodes.Inaddition, comparisons of codespeed andotherfactorsaffectingusage are madeherein. Foreachof the nozzle cases considered, a common computational gridwasusedfor eachof the flow solvers, although thegridblocking structure foreach codewasdifferent toenable themostefticient usage of eachcode. In addition, the k-t: (or equivalent) turbulence modelsin eachcodethatare generally usedlor mostmixernozzleapplications with that codeare employedfor the calculations obtained here.Nocompressibility orothercorrections to the turbulence models wereusedin this study. A brief description of thethreecodes examined in thisstudy is presented in the next section,followedby discussion of thenozzle flowcases andresults.
Navier-Stokes Solvers

NPARC:
The NPARC code is a Navier-Stokes used away from the wall and in free shear layer regions (Refs. 13, 14) .
The second is the Chien k-t; model, which was incorporated into WIND similarly to the model available in NPARC.
Results
Two-Dimensional
Ejector Nozzle
The first nozzle case examined in this study is a two-dimensional ejector nozzle tested by Gilbert Figure 6 compares velocity profiles from the calculations to experimental data at several axial locations along the plane of the major axis. The velocity profiles from the calculations are very similar, except h)r the lower peak velocity of the NPARC solution at X/D_q = 7.6 and 10.1. Figure   6 shows that none of the velocity profiles obtained from the calculations matches the experimental data well in terms of capturing the details of the shear layer growth.
As a result, examining only the centerline velocity decay results in respectively. Fig. 10 shows that variation of the second and fourth artificial viscosity coefficients has an effect on the near wall behavior.
• 
WIND (NASTD):
One issue that arose with the WIND code was the treatment of turbulent flow quantities at block interfaces. One of the block boundaries for the WIND calculations was located at X/D,,q = 24.6. That is, the computational plane at this streamwise location is the interface of two blocks in the mixing section. 
